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You deserve it.

Genuine Mats 

• Different specifications of material to meet your expectations
• Designed for a perfect fit
• Durable safe fixation ring and anti-slip backing

Genuine Tow Bars

• Rigorous testing as per the Original Equipment Manufacturer standard
•  CARLOS BC for bike carrier usage and CARLOS TC for Trailer/Caravan 

usage ensuring complete safety
• E-coat painting process for effective rust prevention

Genuine Cross Bars

•  Engineered to maximise usage of the roof load capacity of your vehicle
• Designed to reduce aerodynamic noise
• Rigorous testing as per the Original Equipment Manufacturer standard

Genuine Wheels

• Structural integrity guaranteed by intensive testing
• Developed according to the Original Equipment requirements
• In line with Hyundai Original Equipment specifications

Developed with precision to fit perfectly, Hyundai Genuine Accessories have been 
designed, manufactured and tested to the same rigorous standards as your all-new KONA. 
So its outstanding quality and durability will never be compromised.
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You choose it.

Your distinctive all-new KONA makes a clear statement. About how you 
see yourself. Choose the Genuine Accessories that ensure you live your 
life to the full. With a small SUV that is as brash as it is stylish.
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LED trunk and tailgate lights
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LED footwell illumination, white, first row

LED footwell illumination, white, second row

LED footwell illumination, blue, first row

LED footwell illumination, blue, second rowLED puddle lightsLED door projectors, KONA logo

LED door projectors, Hyundai logo

You create it.
Add that personal touch with these Styling Accessories. Such that everyone is amazed by your 
KONA’s quite unique appearance.

LED trunk and tailgate lights
Never feel helpless again while trying to find some specific
item in the dark. Or step into something while doing so. Enjoy
perfect visibility in and outside your trunk!
99652ADE00

LED door projectors, KONA logo
Groundbreaking, ground-illuminating. These LED door projectors are acti-
vated every time your KONA’s front doors are opened – shining a subtle yet 
sharp glow on the ground for a uniquely stylish entry, complete with the 
KONA logo.
J9651ADE00 (additional LED connection kit not required)

LED door projectors, Hyundai logo
Introduce more finesse into the darkness, by featuring the Hyundai logo on 
the ground next to your open front doors. Projected with a clear focus and 
distinct radiance – for a refined touch to every entrance.
99651ADE00H
99651ADE99 (additional cable kit to be purchased)

LED puddle lights
Shine a light on every entrance to your KONA with these subtle yet unmistak-
able LED puddle lights. Guaranteed to make a style statement. They let you 
see more as you enter and exit the car, especially in darkness.
99651ADE00
99651ADE99 (additional cable kit to be purchased)

LED footwell illumination
Accentuate the premium flair of your cabin with concealed illumination of the footwell. It creates a 
welcome glow of refined ambient light whenever the doors are opened and closed, fading out as the 
engine starts. Available in stylish blue and classic white. 
99650ADE20 (blue, first row)
99650ADE20W (white, first row)
99650ADE31 (blue, second row)
99650ADE31W (white, second row)
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Tailgate trim line
Superb elegance in every detail: this brushed/high-gloss stainless steel 
strip brings a stylish finishing touch to your tailgate, and complements the 
other details that make your KONA’s exterior styling unique. 
J9491ADE10ST (brushed) 
J9491ADE00ST (chrome optic)

Tailgate trim line, brushed

Entry guardsTailgate trim line, chrome optic

Entry guards
Make first impressions count. Welcome passengers to your cabin with 
these stainless steel entry guards featuring the KONA logo.
J9450ADE00ST (set of 4)
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Ski & snowboard carrier 400 & 600
The family-friendly solution to action packed winter holidays. The “Ski & 
snowboard carrier 400” for up to 4 pairs of skis or 2 snowboards is fast and 
convenient to fit, and can even be locked to keep your gear secure. For 
even more storage space you can opt for the “Ski & snowboard carrier 600” 
for up to 6 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards.
99701ADE00 (600)
99701ADE10 (400)
99701ADE90 (U-mount adapter kit for steel cross bars)

Cross bars, aluminium 
Get more space for your adventures. These secure, lightweight cross bars 
are purpose-built for the KONA roof rails and easy to install. So you can  
set off on future trips with all you need. Only suitable for cars with OE roof 
rails. Maximum roof load of the vehicle is 80 kg including all roof carriers 
and transport items.
J9211ADE00AL

Cross bars, steel 
Easy to fit, easy to trust. These steel cross bars are custom-made for your 
KONA, forming a secure and lockable basis for roof carrier systems and  
all your roof transportation needs. Only suitable for cars with OE roof rails. 
Maximum roof load of the vehicle is 80 kg including all roof carriers and 
transport items.
J9211ADE00ST

Bike carrier Active
All the biking pleasure, with minimum loading effort. This carrier makes  
it so easy with its quick-lock frame holder, smart wheel holders and ad -
justable quick-release straps. It can carry up to 17 kg and features a secure 
lock too.
99700ADE10 (adapter kit for steel cross bars included)

Bike carrier Pro
Reduce the effort of loading and unloading on your next cycle trip with this 
premium carrier. Simply place your bike on the frame holder and you  
can adjust and secure it single-handedly at roof level using the convenient 
rotary knobs. Carries up to 20 kg. Lockable for added security.
99700ADE00
99700ADE90 (adapter kit for steel cross bars)

You live it.
Your KONA is destined for fun outside. So why not extend its range to suit your outdoor needs.

Cross bars, steelSki & snowboard carrier 400

Cross bars, aluminiumSki & snowboard carrier 600 Bike carrier Active

Bike carrier Pro
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Dog guard
More comfort for passengers and a pet dog. Fitting perfectly between your KONA rear seatbacks and  
the roof, the easy-to-install grid is designed to keep a pet and cargo in the trunk area without restricting 
the driver’s rearward view.
J9150ADE00 
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Bike carrier for all tow barsTow bar wiring kitTrunk organizer, foldable

Tow bar, detachable

Trunk organizer, foldable
Perfect for quickly organizing and securing any 
kind of supplies, folding away flat making room 
for your next errand. With practical carrying 
straps and handholds for convenient transport 
outside your car. Branded with Hyundai logo.
99123ADE00

Bike carrier for all tow bars
On day cycle trips or biking holidays, this carrier 
takes all the hassle out of loading and  unloading. 
It carries two bikes with a maximum payload  
of 60 kg. Compact and theft-resistant, you can 
even open the tailgate with your bikes on  
the back! The bike carrier has a 13-pole socket.  
A 13-pole tow bar wiring kit or alternatively a 
7-pole wiring kit along with the 7-pole to 13-pole 
adapter would be required for installation. 
E823055001 (LHD)

Tow bar, detachable
Detachable and above all dependable: You can 
rely on this corrosion-resistant steel tow bar  
to transport your cargo securely and efficiently. 
Featuring a 3-ball locking system, it can be 
 simply detached. Maximum payload for bike 
carrier usage is 75 kg including bike carrier 
weight.  Certified according to UNECE 55R. 

Tow bar, fixed
Looking for a convenient and reliable solution to 
transport heavy loads on a regular basis? This 
corrosion-resistant tow bar gets full marks in all 
disciplines. Maximum payload for bike carrier 
usage is 75 kg including bike carrier weight. Cer-
tified according UNECE 55R.
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Tow bar wiring kit
Installation uses original vehicle connectors and a multifunctional trailer module which amplifies all necessary signals. Compatible with both conventional 
bulb and LED trailer lights and featuring audible warning for trailer turn indicator or brake light malfunction. The rear fog lamp of the vehicle is automatically 
switched off when a trailer is connected. Available with either a 7-pole socket with drainage holes to prevent accumulation of water or a 13-pole water  
proof socket housing. The 13-pole based system is prepared to manage all modern caravan functions. In order to use its full functionality please additionally 
order an extension kit.
 
Based on your actual tow bar usage, adaptors are available to temporarily change 7-pole to 13-pole or vice versa:
13-pole (vehicle) to 7-pole (trailer/caravan) adaptor: E919999137
7-pole (vehicle) to 13-pole (trailer/caravan) adaptor: 55622ADB00
Please consult your dealer for further information.

Important tow bar information
Maximum towing load capacity will depend on your car’s specification. Please consult your dealer for further information. All Hyundai KONA Genuine tow 
bars are corrosion resistant, certified by ISO 9227NSS salt spray test, and comply with OE Car Loading Standard (CARLOS) – Trailer Coupling (TC) and Bike 
Carrier (BC) requirements.



All weather mats, with grey accentTextile floor mats, velour

Textile floor mats, velour
Introduce a good-looking yet hard-wearing floor covering to your  
KONA Electric in high-quality velour. The tailor-made mats with  
striking grey  double stitching feature the grey KONA logo in the  
front row and are held in place with fixing points and anti-slip backing. 
K4143ADE00 (LHD, set of 4)

All weather mats, with grey accent
However extreme the weather, however extreme your adventure, t 
hese durable and easy-to-clean floor mats form a protective layer against  
wet, muddy or sandy shoes. With a customized shape and fixing points  
to hold them firmly in place.
J9131ADE00 (LHD, grey logo, set of 4)
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Trunk liner
From gardening tools to family pets – some cargo can be potentially wet or grimy. This durable and waterproof liner with  
raised edges will keep your trunk clean nonetheless. With a textured anti-slip surface to prevent loads moving around.  
Made-to-measure for the KONA.
J9122ADE00 (trunk area without right corner extension)
J9122ADE20 (trunk area with right corner extension, not shown)

Side door mouldings
Enhance your style, protect the looks. These mouldings add dynamism to your KONA’s exterior while protecting the side 
 bodywork from potential damage. Can be painted in your car’s colour for one cohesive finish.
J9271ADE00BL (shown on page 12)
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Trunk mat

Trunk mat, reversible

Rear bumper protection foil, black

Door sill protection foils, transparent (front)

Rear bumper protection foil, transparent

Door sill protection foils, black (rear)

Door handle recess protection foil

Mud guard, front

Trunk mat
Made-to-measure, made-to-protect. No matter what your 
cargo, this mat keeps your trunk looking like new for longer. 
Made from high-quality velour and featuring the KONA logo.
J9120ADE00 (non-reversible, full coverage)

Trunk mat, reversible
Enjoy double the protection with two flippable surfaces – 
high-quality velour on one side, and a resilient dirt-resistant 
finish on the other – to suit the whole range of different 
 transports life brings with it.
J9120ADE10 (Hyundai logo, trunk area without right  
corner extension)
J9120ADE20 (KONA logo, trunk area with right corner 
 extension, not shown)

Rear bumper protection foil, black
Covered and carefree. This black film gives you the peace  
of mind of knowing that the top surface of your rear bumper 
is protected from scrapes and scuffs.
J9272ADE50BL (MY21, not shown)

Rear bumper protection foil, transparent
Effective and simple protection: this discreet transparent foil 
shields your rear bumper from loading and unloading damage.
J9272ADE50TR (MY21, not shown)

Door sill protection foils, transparent
Discreet yet dependable: protect your door sills from every-
day scuffs and marks with these transparent foils, acting as a 
barrier for your paintwork. Set of 4.
99451ADE00TR

Door sill protection foils, black
These durable black foils introduce an unobtrustive protective 
barrier to shield your door sills from the impact of driver and 
passenger feet over time. Set of 4.
99451ADE00BL

Door handle recess protection foils
From scratch-prone to scratchproof: these durable, transpar-
ent films protect the paintwork in your door handle recesses 
from any fingernail or other scratches.
99272ADE00 (set of 4)

Mudguard kit, front and rear
Driving in bad weather or on rough terrain, these sleekly 
shaped custom-made mudguards form an effective shield 
protecting the underbody, sills and doors of your KONA from 
excessive dirt, slush or mud-spray.
J9F46AK000 (front)
J9F46AKF00 (MY21, rear, not shown)
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Ice/sunscreen
Comfort and visibility, all year round. This screen shields your cabin from 
heat build-up on sunny days and prevents ice forming on your windscreen 
in freezing temperatures. Custom-made for the KONA, it is theft-proof 
when fitted.
J9723ADE00

Business suit hanger
Crease-free clothing on arrival. Attach it easily to the front seat, then hang it 
in your office or hotel room. Must be removed if the rear seat is occupied.
99770ADE10

Rear seat entertainment cradle for iPad®
Movies, apps, music and more. Your backseat passengers can enjoy full iPad® 
use with this cradle, conveniently mounted on the front seat back. It can  
be tilted and rotated for the perfect viewing angle. Fits to iPad® 1, 2, 3 & 4 and 
iPad®Air 1 & 2. Charging feature and iPad® not included.
99582ADE01

You enjoy it.
Give everyone a leisurely ride with a few special additions that match the spirit of you and your all-new KONA.

Ice/sunscreen

Business suit hanger
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Rear seat entertainment cradle for iPad®





You protect it.
Get ready for all those eventualities no one ever wants. With these Hyundai Genuine Accessories.
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Winter car care kit

Ice scraper with glove

Summer car care kit

Warning triangle
Stay safe when stranded. This high-visibility warning 
triangle makes sure approaching motorists see you  
in time. Lightweight, stable and foldable, it is also 
compliant with the latest ECE-R27 standard, a legal 
requirement in most European countries.
99942ADE00

Safety vest
Maximum visibility for maximum safety, all day and  
night. This neon vest with reflective strips lets  
other motorists see you from a distance if you have 
to leave your KONA. It complies with EN 20471, a  
legal requirement in most European countries. One  
size fits all. 
99941ADE00 (one vest)

Safety bag
Enjoy the added peace of mind of having this safety 
bag on board. It contains two safety vests, a warning 
triangle and a first aid kit compliant with the current 
DIN 13164:2014 standard, legally required in numerous 
European countries. 
99940ADE00

Touch-up paints
Keep your paintwork in top condition with genuine 
touch-up paints for repairing scratches and stone 
chips, and protecting from corrosion – quickly, simply 
and effectively. Developed to precisely match  
the colour of your KONA. Please consult your dealer 
for the correct colour code.

Ice scraper with glove
Convenience without the cold chill. Keep your hand 
dry and warm while scraping snow and ice from your 
windscreen. 
LP950APE01H

Winter car care kit
This kit contains a bottle of concentrated winter 
screen wash to ensure that your wipers run smoothly 
over the windscreen. Plus a windscreen de-icer pump 
spray that helps to clear frozen windows and prevent 
re-icing. An ice scraper speeds up the removal of ice, 
and a sponge wipes away condensation from the win-
dows.
LP973APE109H

Summer car care kit
This kit contains a bottle of concentrated summer 
screen wash to keep your view of the road crys-
tal-clear and smear-free. The insect remover spray 
removes stubborn insect remains from the wind-
screen and headlights. Formulated especially
for alloy wheels, the rim cleaner spray simplifies the 
removal of brake dust and grime. The extra sponge 
helps to wipe away tough blemishes from glass sur-
faces.
LP974APE102H

Warning triangle Safety vest

Touch-up paintsSafety bag
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You power it. 

Your KONA Electric means that enjoying all the style, versatility and fun of a compact 
SUV gets a new dimension: electric driving with no compromises. Choosing Genuine 
Accessories will maximise your enjoyment and flexibility.
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Charging cable, Mode 3

Charging cable, Mode 3
To maximise its full capabilities the Charging cable, Mode 3 is equipped 
with Type 2 plugs at both ends. The electrical contacts are made from solid 
metal, and the easy-to-use plug handles are designed to safely and slowly 
dissipate any heat build-up during charging. High-grade materials make 
this charging cable extremely resistant to severe twisting or bending. And 
extensive weatherproofing excludes the possibility of corrosion. Secure 
automatic locking to both the car and the charging point is provided by the 
Type 2 plugs. The Charging cable, Mode 3 can be used for the day-to-day 
charging at public and domestic charging points that provide Type 2 sock-
ets with up to 22 kW.

Product information

PN 99631ADE003A 99632ADE003A 99631ADE003B 99632ADS013B

Phases 1-Phase 3-Phase 1-Phase 3-Phase

Voltage 250 V 480 V 250 V 480V

Current 32 A

Charging Power* 7,4 kW 22 kW 7,4 kW 22kW

Plugs Type 2

Charging Mode Mode 3

Cable Length 5 m 5 m 7.5 m 7,5 m

Cable Material PUR

Operating 
Temperature

-30°C up to +50°C

* KONA maximum charging power:
1-phase: 7.2 kW
3-phase: 11 kW

You connect it.
Charging your KONA Electric could not be easier, smarter and faster. The high-quality Charging cable, 
Mode 3 is designed and engineered to function faultlessly and to withstand rough handling and 
extreme climatic conditions.

Charging cable
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You charge it.
For faster and more efficient charging, also at public charging points, the Mode 3 cable  
 radically reduces the time required to replenish the car’s batteries.

Type-2 plug
Now adopted as the European standard in connection with 
electric vehicle charging, the Type 2 plug incorporates a 
unique, single- or three-phase pin arrangement that facili-
tates three different functions: power transmission, safety 
earthing and system communication. The majority of public 
charging points are equipped with Type 2 power sockets and 
combined with the single-phase Charging cable, Mode 3  
provides the maximal possible charging speed for the KONA 
Electric.

Mode 3 
Charging Mode 3 connects the electric vehicle with a dedi-
cated electrical circuit via any AC charging point equipped 
with a Type 2 socket. Active communication between the 
charging point and the car is established to monitor charging 
point capacity, safety earthing integrity and the selection  
of the charging rate. It allows the car to turn off the power 
when its battery is fully charged. The improved communi-
cation and the higher charging current enable a faster and 
safer charging performance.

Safety
Interlock in the vehicle and charging point

Smart
Communication between EV and charging points

Fast AC Charging
32 A, up to 22 kW

Electric charging
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2. Alloy wheel kit 17″
This 7.0Jx17″ five-spoke alloy wheel kit includes a full set of silver alloy wheels and lightweight quality 
anthracite plastic wheel covers to complement the KONA Electric’s look. Suitable for 215/55 R17 tyres. 
Kit includes acentral cap, five grey covers.
K4F40AK000

3. Alloy wheel kit 17″
17″ Stylish black and polished  alloy wheel, 7.0Jx17″, suitable for 215/55 R17 tyres.
Kit includes a central cap
W15KONA1

1. Alloy wheel kit 17″
17″ five-spoke alloy wheel, 7.0Jx17″, suitable for 215/55 R17 tyres. 
Kit includes a central cap.
52910DD100B

Hyundai KONA Electric Accessories
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Wheel storage bags
Set of four wheel bags to keep the wheels and storage place clean. 
 Ergonomic handles simplify handling and each bag bears a symbol that 
identifies the wheel position. Additional integrated storage pocket keeps 
the wheel bolts safe. Fit wheel sizes up to 255 / 45R20
99495ADB00
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